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is paper, we give language-theoretical representations for some classes of o- 
languages defined by finite automata. The classes considered in this paper are proved TV be the 
classes of o-languages represented as F’F”, PF” or P’P, where P and B are prefix-free regular 
languages and F and F’ are prefix-free finite languages. 
Since the study w-regular languages was started by uchi [I], many classes of 
o-languages recognized by finite automata have been investigated. They are mainly 
defined by deterministic finite automata with various types of accepting conditi 
which are natural in some sense [S, 6,7]. Among others, the followi 
of accepting conditions are extensively studied. 
o-wor if while A is reading cy, 
W visits an accepting state, 
I 
W visits only accepting states, 
(1) visits an accepting state infinitely many times, or 
(1’) is in accepting states almost always. 
The classes of o-languages defined thereby are the subclasses of the class of 
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entations for the c 
(finite) languages of finite w 
and 
As a corollary we also show that t~7 L” G E v 
Let C be an aiphabet. C* denotes t nite words over 2, and C” 
denotes the set of ali w-words over & i.e., the set of all mappings cy :{0,1,2,. . .} -, 2. 
An w-word Q) is written as Q =u0qz2.. . where Q, =a(n) (n =0,1,2,. . .). The 
concatenation operation in C* is extended to C* LJ C” by 
7% = 
T??(O)T( 1) . . . if &C* and T&Y, 
7’ if T’E Co. 
e say that T is a prefix of T# and write 7 S 7’ if 7’ = 7~' for some T!' in C* v Co. 
We write ~-CT' if 7sT’and T#T’. 
For any 7 in Z”, the set of prefixes of finite ength of T is denoted by 1~~ 
that: is, r/7 = (1.4 2.4 s 7). 
E 2” v 2?‘, we define J,X = UsEx Jr- 
e call a subset of C* ” respectively) a language (w-language) over C. 
define the concatenation for a language H and an o-language X, and 
o-power G” of a Hanguage G 8s 
1 , and 
ese types of acceptance are called 
T(A) accepted by A is defined by 
T(A)={wdZ*lb(s, w)EF}, 
where the domain of the next-state function 6 is extended from C to C* as usual. 
Then it is clear from the definition that 
E(A) = T(A)Y and I(A) = {cu I&a n T( 
A language is called regular if it is accepted by 
we define He= {Q 1 &a n H is infinite}. Then I( any automaton 
We say that a language E C* is prefix-free if = 4). The class of 
prefix-free regular languages over C is denoted 
finite languages over C is denoted by PFF. In 
First we state language-theoretical representations for the cIasses 
are given in [ 51 and [7]. 
for anJ: i}. 
r any prejx-free regular languages 
ow, we construct an aut 
and 
)={+b.m(A,cu)~(( 
above proof, when ume that the automaton 
A, has no cycles except those on t dead state d, , and any state q # d, of A, is 
on a path from s1 to fi. Then it is easily shown that L(A) = I’(A’) w 
r any run P, r pass infinitely many times if 
at is, L(A)(cr 1 Run(A, u) E 
c” right-hand side. Assume X E L. ere exists 
S, s, {f }) such that 
-=I w), 
a 
1 
Z( )Zfforany &<U<W}-{E}. 
a I are ee re es. 
se t 
prefix-free, any word in 
some z1 # E. Then, since xylzlat E L’, xytz,y2 E 
Consequently, there exist nonempty words yt , q , y2) z,, . . . such that xyt zty2.z2 . . . E 
&H;c, I? Le. This is a contradiction. III 
Let H and G be lat$guages such that 2” = 
_ nite, then HX n CC” # Q) for any nonempty 
Since 2” -HZ” c GY, there exists an o-word Q! in 
from Lemma 4. Therefore, 0 # J(Y n G c $H n G. It means th 
for any nonempty o-language X, HX n GC” =, ( 
7. For any X E C”, X is in L n L’ if and only if either 
X=2” - E&H;” for some precfix-free jinite languages HO and 
(“If” part): Since L n L’ is closed under complement, it is enough to show 
the case when X = HO and 1 in is is a direct conseq 
and a nonempty set 
ote that 
L’nE={~“- 
sio re 
irst we summarize t
by prefix-free language 
uage-theoretica! representations for the classes 
per as well as th 
has a representation 
A
 w
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sets and the class of denume 
. It is known t X (c_J?) is a closed set if an 
some language 
if and only if C” 
he “only-if” part 
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